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Warframe vicious spread exergis
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Home Community General Discussion The Exergis Is..... It's one. Home Community General Discussion The Exergis Is ..... It's one. Written by Posle Poludnya / August 21, 2019 As usual with status-based shotguns, the most important goal is to reach 100% Status Chance before calculating Multi-shot. This can be achieved by adding a minimum of +177.8% Status Chance to Exergis (three elemental mods 60/60 without a Riven, two with an average laugh, only one with a perfect Riven). Once you hit that 100%
sweet point, each pellet processes at every weight. Standard state construction 100%. The vicious spread currently has no negative effects on the exergis. Ammo Stock, and Chilling Reload are totally optional, but highly recommended. You can swap Vicious Spread for Watchful Weapons for an extra ~2/3 processes per shot, and Scattering Inferno can be replaced by Shell Shock if preferred. You'll add more elementary damage than necessary, as it will dilute your proc pool and make Slash/Viral less likely to
occur. Adding +Damage% or +Multishot% instead of +Elementary% will elevate the overall DPS without altering the status process relationship. A ++/- Riven with more than 117.8% Chance of status and as much Multishot as possible, with a relatively harmless negative (-Puncture/-Impact/-Zoom/-Ammo are ideal). The ammunition pool is reduced to 24 shots in this one, which proves to be more than enough for the effective abysmal fire rate of the weapon. 13 firing proceeds with House of Hell and Vigilante
Armaments. The construction of Riven. The green statistics on the left reflect improvements in basic construction. The second and third status mods have been removed, and the third elemental type is gone. Slash processes are the priority! There is absolutely no more elementary damage than necessary. No Riven: +177.8% SC required = 3x 60/60 Elementary (Toxic Barrage/Frigid Blast/Shell Shock/Scattering Inferno) &gt;57.8% SC Riven: +120% SC necessary = 2x 60/60 Elementary (save a slot and optimize
the proc pool towards Slash and its desired combined element) &gt;117.8% SC Riven: +60% SC required = 1x 60/60 (save two slots, optimizes the proc pool, allows you to create Viral with Chilling Reload) No Multishot: 3 processes per shot. Hell House: 6 processes, 60% chance of 7 processes. Chamber of Hell + Vigilante Vigilante 8 processes, 40% chance of 9 processes. Vicious Spread / Tainted Shell / Narrow barrel / Double barrel drift: The +Accuracy and -Spread mods have no noticeable effects. I'm not
sure if this is a mistake or intentional. It's a bit sucky, but it also means that vicious spread's curse status has no effect either! This offers a lot of additional damage without consequences. If Exergis is patched to be properly affected by these mods, Vicious Spread will become completely unviable, and Tainted Shell will become a very attractive option. Corrosive processes: Due to the low pellet count and the low number of processes per shot, the corrosive state is inherently less effective in Exergis than other
100% SC shotguns. Viral becomes the ultimate choice for high-level single-shot ennuement. Ideally: a single viral process will be half hp from an enemy, then a handful of Slash processes will move away from your remaining health, ignoring armor/shields. Chilling Reload: This will take your charging time up to 1.1 seconds, and can be combined with Toxic Barrage to create Viral. Combine with Ammo Stock for a satisfactory boost in effective fire rate. Ammo Stock: The size of the magazine can be increased to
two shots. Normally I would never recommend wasting a slot on such a mod, but Exergis is a special case. Seeking fury / seeking strength: unnecessary. Exergis has 0.5m innate punch through, which is hardly enough to punch most humanoid enemies (including Shield Lancers). You'll rarely need more. This allows you a free slot that would otherwise have gone to a mandatory kernel mod! Blunderbuss: Never use this. The additional 7.2% Crit Chance is not worth it. What are you doing? Ravage: Situationally
useful at best, with flat critics such as Adarza Kavat's Cat's Eye/Harrow's Covenant/Arcane Avenger. I probably shouldn't bother equipting this though. Exergis has one of the most sadly low CD multipliers in the game, and Primed Ravage only raises it to a 2.9x. Sweep: It's probably never worth it, as Slash is less than half the damage to the base. Although this will make Slash more prone to prosecution. Game: Warframe Blaze +60% Damage +60% Heat Sale Shock +60% ⚡Electricity +60% State
ChanceScattering Inferno+60% Heat+60% State ProbabilityPrimed Charged Shell+165% ⚡ElectricityShotgun Riven Mod165.9% Multishot163 .8% Slash-48.8% Ammo MaximumVicious Spread+90% Damage+60% SpreadHell's Chamber+120% MultishotPrimed Point Blank +165% Damage Corpus 60.0 360.0 780.0 420.0 1620.0 ( 48%) 3 (540.0 pellet damage) Total damage of up to 30.0 mMin damages to 60.0 m50.8% maximum reduction Feel the kick of this corpus shotgun, as it destroys a high
performance crystal in anyone and anything standing your way. Exergis is a corpus shotgun that destroys a crystal in enemies, puncturing them with devastating fragments of radiation. Its extremely high damage production, high probability of status, and top-up speed offset its only round, poor critic critical multiplier. Features[edit | editing source] This weapon mainly treats damage to the slash. Advantages Disadvantages Damage by innate radiation - less effective against armored, infested and fossilized. Low
impact damage - less effective against shields. It has linear damage that falls from 100% to 49.2% from 30m to 60m target distance (distances are affected by the speed of the projectile). Projectiles have travel time. Very low critical possibility. Lowest critical multiplier of all primary weapons. Extremely low magazine size of a single round; requires frequent top-up. Lowest pellet count of all shotguns. The narrow spread of pellets makes it harder to hit multiple enemies at once. Tips[edit| edit source] Because
Exergis is a single-shot weapon, its fire speed is determined by its recharging speed and fire speed. Thus, any mods that decrease cooking speed can be equipped with a relatively small penalty, while those that increase it should be avoided in favor of recharging speed mods. The delay between shooting and recharging automatically is determined by fire speed, even in single-shot weapons such as the Exergis; a slower cooking speed means a longer delay. This can be countered by pressing the top-up
immediately after firing. Excluding automatic and beam shotguns, the Exergis has the highest precision/narrower pellet rating extended in its class. Combined with the above fact, this makes him an extremely strong candidate for Vicious Spread. Exergis is able to sustain up to six different types of damage at the same time; Radiation, all three types of physical damage, a secondary element, and an additional secondary element, or a primary one. This gives the weapon the potential to fare extremely well against
all enemy factions without the need to change the mod settings for each one, as well as give it a very large set of possible status effects to proc per shot. Exergis can have up to 3 features in your magazine, using a magazine capacity (2x positive and 1x negative), Ammo Stock and a magazine not maxed out Burdened. Returns of a build like this are miniscule, as user is forced to trade with 3 mod slots for it. Notes[edit | editing source] Although Arsenal show a great increase in accuracy when using Tainted
Shell, there does not appear to be a noticeable difference in accuracy in practice. Trivia[edit] The projectile is made of a crystal that grows as the user reloads the weapon, passing between two points before being shattered and its projectiles ejected out. Not only is it unique to any weapon in Warframe, but it does The rise of Multishot is more realistic, since the weapon can simply break a more powerful crystal into more fragments. Media[edit] editing source] Exergis Shotgun is really that good? (VS Tigris Prime)
Warframe Exergis - 3 form buildWarframe Build - EXERGIS ENERGISE - 2 formWarframe - All Corpus Corpus - Animations and sounds of weapons (2012 - 2019)Warframe - All Corpus Weapon Reloads in 1 minute (2012 - 2019)Add a photo to this gallery Exergis Skins Patch History[edit | edit source] Update 27.2 Greater than 100% Status have meaning Shotguns have a unique Role here based on a very patch-history work with them interacting with Status Chance. A shotgun that shoots 99% Status Chance
would give you 35% (approximately) pellet status. 100% State gives you 100% state per pellet. This big jump in performance happens with just a gain of 1% - why? Well, to answer that we need to look at our choice to do what the user interface conveys reality. It would feel broken to fire a shotgun with 100% State and not see a perfect spread of effects. Actually, to make Status consistent we have to treat shotguns as a special case. Shotguns as a special case means we have blown the state of the possibility of
all shotguns by x3 or higher. The user interface is now behaving to show the reality that you are determining Status Chance for pellet. No, no, no, no. The probability of status by projectile increased from 12% to 36%. Hotfix 25.7.4 Fixed cooking exergis at the right time as Gauss's Redline is activated making it possible to shoot continuously without recharging. Update 24.2 See also[edit source] Plinx, the secondary counterpart to this weapon. Galvacord, the counterpart body to body of this weapon. Community
content is available in CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Pointed out.
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